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Two Poems
Dennis H. Lee
Note to the doctor from NJ:
I have read both poems.
Your first leaves me wanting
a horse thief—the horse
does nothing for the poem.
You spent seven lines ranting
about the color of the horse—
it’s white... but not... who cares?
This rids the poem of twelve
lines in total.
The metaphor about the barn
also doesn’t work—
and without the horse no longer makes sense.
Savings—eight lines.
Your insistence on character development
will not be carried by what is now a short poem—
drop the reference to Aunt Celia and to your brother
who quite frankly “smells up” a poem with such delicate lines.
So in summary,
I’d say keep the wheelbarrow in the first poem
but change the color—never yellow.
Drop the other poem entirely.
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The Family
I have gathered them again
into the kitchen. The new ones,
oblivious to truth,
are filled with promise. There is
a need in my eyes
that makes the rest unhappy, uncertain.
Really, there is a sense of complaint.
They have gone places for me before
so many times but have been
sent back. “Look at us,”
they say. “Really look!”
“See what we are, what
we have become, how you
keep at us, changing, changing,
changing. Why not just
let us stay?” “No,” I say.
“I need you to go again,
some of you. Try hard.
This time I have only
changed your jackets.”
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